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Abstract
The two following problems can be solved by a reduc-
tion to a minimum-weight bipartite matching problem
(or a related network flow problem):
a) Floodlight illumination: We are given n infinite
wedges (sectors, spotlights) that can cover the whole
plane when placed at the origin. They are to be as-
signed to n given locations (in arbitrary order, but
without rotation) such that they still cover the whole
plane. (This extends results of Bose et al. [4] from
1997.)
b) Convex partition: Partition a convex m-gon into
m convex parts, each part containing one of the edges
and a given number of points from a given point set.
(Garc´ıa and Tejel 1995 [5], Aurenhammer 2008 [3])
1 The Semi-Assignment Problem
We are given an m× n cost matrix (cij) and an inte-
ger demand vector (n1, . . . , nm) with
∑
nj = n. The
semi-assignment problem is the following optimiza-
tion problem:
minimize
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cijxij (1)
subject to
∑n
j=1
xij = 1, for i = 1, . . . , n (2)∑m
i=1
xij = nj , for j = 1, . . . ,m (3)
0 ≤ xij ≤ 1 (4)
By network flow theory, there is an optimal solution
with xij ∈ {0, 1}, and it represents an assignment
where each row is assigned to exactly one column,
and each column j has nj rows assigned to it. The
special case where m = n and all nj = 1 is the usual
assignment problem.
Kennington and Wang [6] showed that it can be
solved in O(mn2) time by the shortest augmenting
path method.
By linear programming duality (in particular, net-
work flow duality), we get the following characteriza-
tion of optimal semi-assignments.
Lemma 1 A feasible 0-1-solution (xij) is an optimal
solution of the problem (1–4) if and only if any of the
following two (equivalent) conditions holds.
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Figure 1: The illumination problem
(i) There are dual variables ui and vj for which com-
plementary slackness holds:
cij ≥ ui + vj , for all i, j, (5)
and xij = 1 implies cij = ui + vj .
(ii) There are variables vj , such that each row i is as-
signed to some row j for which cij−vj is smallest.
Proof. Part (i) is the complementary slackness con-
dition of linear programming duality. For part (ii), ob-
serve that for given vj , we must have ui ≤ minj(cij −
vj) in order to fulfill (5). It is no loss of generality to
set ui to this maximal possible value minj(cij − vj),
and then cij = ui+vj is fulfilled precisely for those col-
umn indices j for which the minimum is achieved. 
We will now give two geometric applications of this
lemma. In each case, we have a lower envelope of
planes in three dimensions. We want to adjust the
planes such that each cell in the projection of the lower
envelope contains a prescribed number of points from
a given set S.
2 Illumination
We are given n floodlights W1, . . . ,Wn, each cover-
ing an (infinite) wedge of the plane, and n locations
p1, . . . ,pn for the floodlights, as shown in the upper
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Figure 2: Weighted Voronoi diagrams
part of Figure 1. The task is to find a one-to-one as-
signment from the floodlights to the locations so that
the floodlights collectively illuminate the whole plane,
as shown in the lower part.
Bose et al. [4] have shown that this is always pos-
sible if the floodlights can be freely rotated, provided
that the total angle is at least 2pi. We strengthen this
result to the case when rotation is not allowed.
Theorem 2 Any set of n wedges, each of opening
angle < pi, which collectively cover the plane when
placed at the origin, can be assigned to n given loca-
tions such that they still cover the plane.
The condition that the floodlights must cover the
whole range of directions is clearly necessary.
Proof. We place the wedges at the origin and form
a convex polygon P with one vertex on every ray, see
Figure 2a. Now we lift P to the plane z = 1 in three
dimensions and form a convex cone through P with
vertex at the origin. Figure 2a can be seen as the
vertical projection of this cone. Each wedge Wj is
represented by a plane pij with equation z = aj · x,
where aj and x =
(
x
y
)
are vectors in the plane, and
“·” denotes the scalar product. The cone is the upper
envelope of the planes.
If we shift the planes vertically by adding a constant
vj to each equation:
pij : z = aj · x+ vj ,
the upper envelope becomes a convex polyhedral sur-
face, whose projection on the x-y-plane is a weighted
Voronoi diagram (or power diagram) of the weighted
points aj with weights vj , see Figure 2b for an exam-
ple. We denote the regions in this diagram by Rj .
Lemma 3 If the weighted Voronoi diagram for some
appropriate set of weights vj contains one point pi in
each Voronoi cell, then, placing each wedge at the cor-
responding point will make all wedges disjoint. The
opposite wedges (rotated by 180◦) will cover the whole
plane.
Rj
R¯j
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) Disjoint wedges in the weighted Voronoi
diagram. (b) The furthest-point weighted Voronoi
diagram (highlighted) is overlaid over the weighted
Voronoi diagram, showing why the whole plane is cov-
ered.
Proof. The first statement is obvious, since each
wedge Wj is contained in its cell Rj , see Figure 3a.
To prove the second statement, we look at the lower
envelope of the planes (the furthest-point weighted
Voronoi diagram), see Figure 3b. One can see that
placing the rotated wedge on any point in the region
Rj is sufficient to cover the corresponding region R¯j in
the furthest-point weighted Voronoi diagram. In fact,
Rj and R¯j share the lines through their unbounded
edges, but they lie on opposite sides of them. Since
each cell R¯j is covered, it follows that the whole plane
is covered by all rotated wedges. 
We remark that the condition that the opposite
wedges are disjoint is neither necessary for a cover-
ing, as witnessed by the example in Figure 1, nor is it
in itself sufficient to guarantee a covering.
The lemma will thus solve our problem, except that
all wedges are rotated by 180◦. So we only have to
start the procedure with the opposite (rotated) set of
wedges, in order to get the desired result in the end.
To conclude the proof of the theorem, we have
to show that there exists a weighted Voronoi dia-
gram with one point pi in each region, as required
by Lemma 3.
This follows from a result of Aurenhammer et al. [2],
of which we cite a special case:
Theorem 4 Given n points pi and n “slopes” aj ,
there is a set of weights vj such that the weighted
Voronoi diagram contains one point per region.
The connection between Theorem 4 and matchings
was noted by Aurenhammer et al. [2]. We use it
to give a self-contained proof of Theorem 4 from
Lemma 1.
Proof. We solve the assignment problem with cij :=
−ai · pj . According to Lemma 1, we get weights vj
such that each point pi is assigned to the plane j for
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which cij − vj = −aj · pi − vj is smallest, or equiva-
lently, for which aj · pi + vj is largest. This is indeed
the plane forming the upper envelope at the point ai,
and thus ai lies in region j. 
The running time of the algorithm implied by the
previous result is dominated by the running time of
computing the assignment. The classical network flow
methods takeO(n3) time. However, as observed in [2],
the objective function cij = −ai · pj is equivalent to
the objective function cij = ‖ai − pj‖2, apart from
an additive constant. Thus, our problem is equivalent
to least-squares bipartite point matching. For point
matching with Euclidean lengths as distances (with-
out squaring), Agarwal et al. [1] gave an algorithm of
running time O(n2+ε), for any ε > 0. It is likely that
this algorithm can be extended to our situation.
Theorem 2 can be generalized to higher dimensions,
provided that the floodlights come from a polytope
in the same way as the polygon P of Figure 2a is
associated to the wedges in the plane.
One can give a three-dimensional example showing
that the generalization is not true without any addi-
tional condition.
It is an open question to decide whether a given
three-dimensional polyhedral fan (a set of floodlights)
can be assigned to a given set of locations, forming a
covering of the plane. It is another open question
to characterize the three-dimensional polyhedral fans
which can be assigned to an arbitrary set of location.
In higher dimensions, there is no known geometric
algorithm that would beat the O(n3) bound.
3 Convex Partitioning
We are given n points S in a convex m-gon P with
sides e1, . . . , em, and m integers bi with b1+· · ·+bm =
n. The task is to partition the points into subsets
S = S1∪ · · ·∪Sm such that |Sj | = mj and the convex
hulls of Sj ∪ ej are disjoint, see Figure 4a. Garc´ıa
and Tejel [5] showed that such a partition always ex-
ists, and they gave an O(n log n) divide-and-conquer
algorithm for constructing it.
A particular type of convex partition was recently
introduced by Aurenhammer [3]: Consider the poly-
gon P in the x-y-plane of three-dimensional space,
and pass a plane pij through each side ej , rising above
the polygon. The lower envelope of these planes is
projected on the x-y-plane and induces a convex par-
tition, which is called a weighted skeleton, see Fig-
ure 4b. Aurenhammer [3] has shown that there exists
always such a partition for which the parts contain the
required number of points, and the resulting partition
of S is unique (apart from degenerate cases).
We give a different proof by a straightforward re-
duction to the semi-assignment problem: Let dij be
the distance between point i and the line through ej .
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Partitioning points in a convex polygon.
(a) an arbitrary convex partition; (b) a weighted
skeleton. The dotted lines indicate an instance of the
geometric restrictions which hold for a weighted skele-
ton.
We then solve the semi-assignment problem with
cij := log dij . By Lemma 1 there are numbers vj
such that each point i is assigned to the side j for
which cij − vj is smallest. If we take aj := exp vj as
the slope of the plane pij , we get that each point i is
assigned to the plane for which dij/aj is smallest; this
is indeed the plane which forms the lower envelope at
point i.
Aurenhammer sketched an algorithm which takes
O(mn log n(m + log n)) time and O(m + n) space,
whereas the semi-assignment algorithm of [6], with-
out taking into account the geometric structure of the
problem and the special structure of the cost matrix
(cij), takes O(mn2) time and O(m+ n) space. It re-
mains to be seen whether this matching problem fits
into the framework of the matching problems consid-
ered in [1], which might lead to an algorithm of run-
ning time O(n7/3+ε), for any ε > 0.
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